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The Spiral of Inquiry was developed by Dr. Judy Halbert and Dr. Linda Kaser. The Spiral of Inquiry 

supports schools/networks in taking an inquiry-oriented, evidence-based approach to learning 

and teaching – one that focuses on making the education system more equitable through the 

provision of high quality learning opportunities for all young people. The Spiral of Inquiry has six 

key stages: scanning, focusing, developing a hunch, new professional learning, taking action and 

checking that a big enough difference has been made. At each stage in the spiral, three questions 

are asked: What is going on for our learners? How do we know? and Why does this matter? The 

Spiral of Inquiry is about listening to learners and reflecting on our own practices as educators. 

The spiral image captures the nature of inquiry – a continuous process and not a fixed cycle. The 

six key stages in the framework help school teams take a disciplined approach to professional 

inquiry, but inevitably, the true process will be messy and you will move between the stages as 

needed. The spiral is never complete – new learning always brings about new questions, ways of 

knowing and new opportunities for our learners. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Scanning 
What is going on for our learners? 

 
Cache Creek Elementary School (CCES) is a small, rural school with a welcoming community of 

learners. CCES is home to 115 students, 76% having Indigenous Ancestry. Our students are joining 

us from Cache Creek, Ashcroft, Bonaparte, Walhachin, Loon Lake, Ts’kwaylaxw, and surrounding 

areas.  

CCES rests on the traditional territory of the Secwepemc Nation with 76% of our students having 

Indigenous ancestry. Our learners are closely connected to the Indigenous community we live in 

which often welcomes community guests and Elders to join in or lead the learning activities in 

classrooms.  

In the last year of the appreciative inquiry cycle, staff developed deeper and more authentic 

experiential learning opportunities for our learners. School staff focused on developing learning 

activities that were rich in field experiences, connecting to relevant local issues, and developing 

learning partnerships with the outside world. Staff wanted the work of school to reflect the work 

of the real world, and support students to be contributors and community partners. Staff 

embedded powerful experiential learning opportunities across all content areas and grades. 

At CCES, staff recognizes that students are enthusiastic and happy to be in school, excited to try 

new things and excel at experiential learning. There are numerous projects happening in the 

classrooms that spark interest and a sense of curiosity. There is a sense of community with a core 

group of parents with positive interactions occurring daily amongst staff and parents.  

A positive atmosphere demonstrates that CCES has the support of the community when the 

learner’s needs are the focus of transitions.  Our students have academic struggles as well as 

social emotional needs that school staff are working on.  

As part of the scan process, staff viewed and discussed a variety of school and provincial evidence 

and as well as our anecdotal impressions of the learning community. When we reviewed the 

Student Learning Survey data there were a number of questions related to connectedness that 

resulted in a lot of discussions. They were:  

 sense of belonging was 58% for grade 3 and 4 and 50% for grade 7 students  

 how they felt about themselves, results showed that 50% felt good about themselves 

which led us to wonder about the other 50%. 

In addition the Student Connectedness Survey done in the fall of 2019, 33 students at CCES could 

not connect with an adult in the building.   

These data sets in addition to a review of student academic achievement in reading, writing in 

numeracy resulted in a meaningful discussion about our next steps to improve the learning 

experience for students. 



Focus 
What will have the biggest impact? 

 
At CCES the scan process clearly identified the need for holistic learning. As a staff we want to 

balance our focus on academic achievement with the wellness of our students, socially, 

emotionally and physically.  

We wonder if we engage deeply in understanding how to holistically engage students in their 

learning if we will see an improvement in their academic achievement. In addition, we wondered 

if implementing First Peoples Principles of Learning will be an way to develop a holistic school 

community.  

 

 

  



Hunch 
What is leading to this situation? How are we contributing to it? 
 

At CCES, staff discussed the need for building community pride and having deeper connections 

with outside agencies. There was still a desire to continue with project based learning but 

including community resources to help build relationships. Staff are keen to have an Elders in 

Residence program to help guide them in the understanding of traditional ways as well as truly 

understanding the history of colonization and the impacts it has had on our communities. We 

discussed ways to build healthy relationships and care for self across the grades by implementing 

things such as wellness days, culture camps and continuing with the yoga sessions for all classes. 

Staff recognized that the First Peoples Principles of Learning is an avenue we can use to connect 

but using them all would be overwhelming. As we appreciate they all align with our teaching, 

using them in groups would be more beneficial.  

 
 

 

 



Learn 
What do we need to learn? How will we learn this? 

 
As a staff, we need to develop a deep understanding of the First Peoples Principles of Learning, as 

it will establish the foundation from which we will understand how our learning environments 

support the whole learner.  

First the staff will have professional development every month with resources and strategies to 

use in classrooms to implement the three principles. There will also be a focus on gaining a better 

understanding of the history of Indigenous people. This first year will be about developing a 

sense of community and belonging for our learners.  

As a staff we will: 

 Build community partnerships through volunteer work with our students 

 Participate in a staff book club: 21 Things You May Not Know About the Indian Act 

 Gain an understanding of Indigenous ways of learning focusing on the three FPPL 

 Build the network with resource materials and resource people that will bring an 

understanding of Indigenous history and culture 

 Implement an Elders program to support both students and staff in all areas of social, 

emotional learning (SEL) 

The next phases for staff will be to implement:  

 Learning ultimately supports the wellbeing of the self, the family, the community, the 

land, the spirits, and the ancestors 

 Learning involves generational roles and responsibilities  

 Learning recognizes the role of Indigenous knowledge 

These principles support the goal of developing the mental wellness of our learners.  

Finally staff will implement  

 Learning involves recognizing the consequences of one’s actions 

 Learning is embedded in memory, history and story 

 Learning involves patience and time  

 Learning involves recognizing that some knowledge is sacred and only shared with 

permission in certain situations.  

 

                 

                     



Take Action 
What can we do to make a meaningful difference? 

 
Our goal for this year is to:  

 
 Learning is holistic, reflexive, reflective, experiential, and relational 

o Allowing students to engage in collaborative activities and projects which will 

develop team building skills such as  team challenges each month 

o Continue with project based learning in each classroom  

o Wellness days such as smudging with Elders 

o Weekly Yoga sessions for all classes  

o Continue with collaboration times to ensure resources are being used and staff 

feel supported  

 

 Learning is…focused on connectedness, on reciprocal relationships and a sense of place 

o Implement an Elders in Residence program for classrooms 

o Implement cross curricular experiences for all grades 

o Develop strong healthy relationships with communities by inviting them to school 

functions or participating in community gatherings  

o Mentorship opportunities/buddy program to provide relationship building 

amongst learners  

 

 Learning requires exploration of one’s identity.  

o Commit to making connections with communities to understand the history  

o Volunteer in communities to meet and work with family members 

o Providing cultural opportunities for all learners will support the identity for all 

students  

These strategies connect to the learner traits our students are familiar with as well as to the 

following core competencies: 

o Personal and cultural identity 

o Social awareness and responsibility  

o Communication  

 

 

 



Check 
Have we made enough of a difference? How do we know? 

 
We will measure the impact of our goal through the data we gather from our students. The 
Student Learning Survey, Foundation Skills Assessment and district completion rates will be used 
to measure our growth in this work. The data below will serve as the baseline for this plan.  
 
Student Learning Survey 

Student Learning Survey Questions 

Students Reporting  

 “Agree” or “Strongly Agree” 
                  OR 

 “Many Times” or “All Times” 

Grade 3/4 Students Grade 7 Students 

Is school a place where you feel like you belong? 58 % 50% 

Do you feel welcome at your school?  75% 57% 

Do you feel good about yourself  50% 50% 

How would you describe your health, mental or 
physical  

Not asked 25% 

Do you drink alcohol  Not asked  63% 

Do you use tobacco or nicotine in any form?  Not asked  88% 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Foundation Skills Assessment (FSA) Data – 2018-2019 
 
GRADE 4 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
  

% % %

Writers Only 38.46 53.85 7.69

Female 27.27 63.64 9.09

Male 100 0 0

Indigenous 33.33 50 16.67

Reading 
Emerging On Track Extending

% % %

Writers Only 30.77 69.23 0

Female 18.18 81.82 0

Male 100 0 0

Indigenous 33.33 66.67 0

Writing
Emerging On Track Extending

% % %

Writers Only 61.54 38.46 0

Female 54.55 45.45 0

Male 100 0 0

Indigenous 50 50 0

Numeracy
Emerging On Track Extending



Foundation Skills Assessment (FSA) Data – 2018-2019 
 
GRADE 7 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

% % %

Writers Only 57.14 42.86 0

Female 100 0 0

Male 25 75 0

Indigenous 25 75 0

Reading 
Emerging On Track Extending

% % %

Writers Only 42.86 57.14 0

Female 66.67 33.33 0

Male 25 75 0

Indigenous 25 75 0

Writing
Emerging On Track Extending

% % %

Writers Only 71.43 28.57 0

Female 100 0 0

Male 50 50 0

Indigenous 75 25 0

Numeracy
Emerging On Track Extending



 
 
 
As a staff we will continue to dig deeper into the history of Indigenous people so we can have a 
better understanding of how it impacts our communities.  
 
 

 


